The Alpha Chapter of the Delta Omega Public Health Honorary Society connects Johns Hopkins public health students, alumni, and faculty to recognize and develop leadership that advances and sustains the public's health.

PROGRAM
Welcome
Meghan Davis, PhD ’12, DVM, MPH ’08
President, Delta Omega Alpha Chapter

Honorary Induction of Former Senator Barbara A. Mikulski

Recognition of Poster Session Winners
Meghan Davis

Recognition of Scholarship Recipients
Marie Diener-West, PhD ’84

Induction Ceremony
Meghan Davis

Reception
Feinstein Hall

2017 INDUCTEES

GRADUATE STUDENTS
Ghada Al Yousef, MPH
Ridean Alam, MPH
Bethany Allen, MSN/MPH
Carolyn Arnold, MPH
Paul Banach, MPH
Anna Bellamny, MSPH
Usama Bilal, PhD
Tanner Bormenbach, MPH
Christopher Brady, MHS
Amberlee Brown, MSN/MPH
Amrwa Braadeik, MPH
Virginia Burke, MSPH
Haley Bush, MSPH
Qing Cai, PhD
Emily Carter, PhD
Debra Chan, MPH
Matthew Collins, MHS
Erin Cooney, MSPH
Samyra Cox, MPH
Poonam Daryan, MPH
Sumudu Dehipawala, MHS
Berkeley Limketkai, PhD
Ryan Le, MHA
Hussain Lalani, MPH
Angela La Macchia, MPH
Lisa Krain, PhD
Brittany Kmush, PhD
Kathryn Kline, MPH
Rebecca Kerns, MPP
Anna Kaagesten, PhD
Keya Joshi, MHS
Amritanshu Joshi, MPH
Jiun-Ruey Hu, MPH
Lauren Hosterman, MPH
Shirley Ho, MPH
Lauren Hostenrman, MPH
Jiu-Rasy Hu, MPH
Amritshulo Joshi, MHS
Kaya Joshi, MHS
Anna Kaagesten, PhD
Rebecca Harms, MPP
Kathryn Kirke, MPP
Brittany Kruzhi, PhD
Lisa Krian, PhD
Angela La Macchia, MPH
Husain Lalar, MPH
Ryan Le, MHA
Berkeley Limketkai, PhD
Kimberly Lovel, MPH
Jessica Magenerith, MPH
Sophie Morse, MPP
Deivo Narayanan, ScM
Amanda Nguyen, PhD
Koji Nishako, MPH
Katherine Ogden, MPH
Cameron Okeke, MBE
Oluosita Omosiyin, MPH
Steven Patess, MPH
Marisa Platti, MHS
Emily Rayne, MSPH
Scott Pilla, MHS
Tichelle Porch, MHS
Tianchen Qian, PhD
Angel Robinson, MSH
Melinda Sawyer, DrPH
Rose Schratt, ScM
Carla Schulte, MHS
Tara Sell, PhD
Joseph Shen, ScM
Tessa Shrias, MSPH
Dana Stinchberry, MSPH
Stephen Sudich, DrPH
Alana Teman, ScM
Nyati Thakker, MHPH
Winter Thayer, MSPH
Sara Thiam, MPH
Akuchimere Uzuzike, MSc
Cherisse Wong, PhD
Michelle Wong, PhD
Stacy Woods, PhD
Minds Xing, MPH
Merissa Yellman, MPH
Lisa Zingman, MSPH

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
Devika Agrawal
Victoria Ayosola
Kevin Chen
Jacob Bachman
Isabel Evans
Danielle Franco
Ruthie Huang
Elisabetta Hobkins
Anjali Kapadia
Isabelle Kim
Shirley Li
Elizabeth Liu
Nina Medanlo
George Melnyk
Saachi Nangia
Ashley Stark
Gurshawn Tuteja
Madeleine Waldram

FACULTY
Colleen Barry, PhD, MPP
David Bishai, PhD, MD, MPH
Stephan Ehrrhardt, MD, MHP
Sabra Klein, PhD, MS, MA
William Mosi, MD, MPH
Andrew Peckosz, MD
David Sullivan, MD

ALUMNI
Maria Bulzacchelli, PhD
Pippa Duggal, PhD, MPH
Lori Edwards, DrPH, MPH, RN
Margaret Conn Heyn-Farb, MPH
Sukon Kancharanarak, PhD
Justin Lesalker, MHPH, MHS
Andrew Lincoln, ScD, MHS
Kala Vivianathan, MD, MHS
Margaret Warner, PhD

DR. TIMOTHY BAKER AWARD FOR INTERNATIONAL HEALTH DEVELOPMENT
Debora Chan, MD, MPH

SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS

Applied Research
Ryan Andrews, PhD Student
Laboratory Research
Hugo Jhun, PhD Student
Policy and Practice
Narai Kalra, PhD Student

POSTER COMPETITION WINNERS
Overall Winner
Oluosita Omosiyin

Applied/Epidemiology
1st place: Oluosita Omosiyin, ScM
2nd place: Benjamin Ackerman, PhD
3rd place: Hilary Robbins, PhD

Laboratory Research
1st place: Jesse Huang, PhD
2nd place: Leah Walker, PhD
3rd place: Kathryn Dalton, DPH

Policy
1st place: Pamela Trangenstein, PhD
2nd place: Paul Nestadt, MD
3rd place: Cristina Garcia, PhD

COMMITTEES
Scientific Poster Competition Committee
Andrea Carcolen, MPH (Co-Chair)
Ailen Gross, MPH, MHS (Co-Chair)
Meghan Davis, PhD, DVM, MPH (Co-Chair)
Mahmood Al-Rafa, MD, MPH
Gundula Bosch, PhD, MS
Sabina Haberlen, PhD, MS
Carol Newell, MD
Bath A. Ikoussi, MD
Stephen Sozio, MD
Carla Storr, ScD
Fengzi Wan, PhD

Scholarship Committee
Marie Diener-West, PhD (Chair)
Judith Bass, PhD, MPH
Valeria Cuzzito, PhD
Horayan Frankzadeh, PhD
Shannon Frattaroli, PhD, MPH
Peter Leav, PhD
Kenny Mok, MD, MPH
Elizabeth A. Platz, ScD, MPH
Joshua Shafritzen, MD
Carla Storr, ScD
Richard Windsor, PhD, MPH, MS

Student Induction Committee
P.C. Huang, PhD (Chair)
Jacqueline Agnew, PhD, MPH
Marie Diener-West, PhD
Keshia M. Pollack, PhD, MPH
Alan Sorkin, PhD

EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ALPHA CHAPTER
Jacqueline Agnew, PhD
Gundula Bosch, PhD
Maria Bulzacchelli, PhD
Andrea Carcolen, MPH
Meghan Davis, PhD, DVM, MPH
Marie Diener-West, PhD
Carolyn Fowler, PhD, MPH
P.C. Huang, PhD
Robert Lawrence, MD
Keshia M. Pollack, PhD, MPH
Pierre Vigilance, MD, MPH

With grateful thanks to the Executive Board of the Alpha Chapter, Delta Omega Honorary Society in Public Health.
About Delta Omega

The Delta Omega Society is a national honor society that aims to encourage research and scholarship among students taking graduate study in public health and to recognize attainment in the field of public health.

Delta Omega was founded in 1924 at the Johns Hopkins University School of Hygiene and Public Health (now the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health) to promote excellence and to recognize accomplishment in scholarship and research. Since the establishment at Johns Hopkins of the Alpha Chapter, the Society has expanded nationally to over 80 local chapters with over 15,000 members. A National Executive Council, consisting of elected officers and delegates from the local chapters, administers the affairs of Delta Omega. The Society is governed by a constitution and set of bylaws.

This fellowship limits its membership to public health faculty, students and alumni. Each candidate must also meet membership criteria as set forth in the constitution and bylaws. The Society accepts only students meeting high academic standards. All candidates must also demonstrate a potential for making significant contributions to the field of public health.

Delta Omega Honorary Society in Public Health
Alpha Chapter

2017 INDUCTION CEREMONY

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health

May 22, 2017
9:00 a.m.
Sommer Hall